INVITATION
to the competition in giant slalom – 26th ROK’S CUP
Unfortunately deceased Rok Petrović, a member of our ski-club throughout, was a worldwide known skier. Not only
because of his exceptional results during his contestant career – we remember him also for his character: he was a
sportsman who has never been addicted to the results so much as to become spoiled by them. For all who knew him
better he was – and he will always be – simply Rok.
He has remained in such a memory also for the members of the Ski Club NOVINAR, since he has been with us from his first
“skiing steps” onwards. He has been especially popular among the youngest skiers and he has always found time for
answering their questions and giving the advise.
In the beginning of 1995 we decided to show our respect and gratitude to Rok Petrovič by organizing an international
competition in giant slalom, which should become traditional meeting and competition of the youngest skiers. After the
agreement of his parents we named the contest “Cup of Rok Petrovič” – or simply “Rok’s Cup”.
The competition conditions are as follows:
1. The competition will take place at Kranjska Gora (the ski field Podles), Slovenia.
th
2. The start of the giant slalom will be at 11.00 a.m. on Sunday, February 9 , 2020.
3. Younger girls and boys born in years 2008, 2009, 2010 and 2011 can enter the competition.
4. The contest is international.
*
5 . Entry forms: Ski clubs can apply their competitors through web application.
th
Deadline for applications is February 7 , 2020 until 12.00 p. m. For the application, please send the e-mail to:
tadej@timingljubljana.si, or luka.sekula@novinar-drustvo.si
6. A meeting of team representatives and draw of the start numbers will take place at the club’s office, Ljubljana,
th
Staničeva 41, on February 7 , 2020 at 5.00 p.m.
7. The start numbers can be taken one hour before the beginning of the race at the finish-post.
8. The entry fee for each competitor is 15 EUR and it should be paid for every competitor before taking over the start
numbers (bibs).
9. The competitors should be medically examined and they compete on their own responsibility.
10. The results and disqualifications will be displayed at the finish-post.
11. Complaints on the eventual disqualification should be made 15 minutes after the announcement of the preliminary
results to the competition leader against the security of 100 EUR. In case of the justification of the complaint, the
money will be refunded.
12. The first three girls and boys will win cups and the first fifteenth competitors a certificate and rewards. Furthermore,
winners will be permanently inscribed on the transitional cups, which are the cups out of the Rok’s collection of
rewards, donated to the club by his parents.
th

Looking forward to hearing from you – and hoping to receive your entry for the competition (deadline is February 7 ,
2020) - we are sending our best sport regards.

* Applied competitors from Slovene ski clubs will be classified before draw into three ranking groups on the ground of
submitted ranks by the regional ski director. The entries for the drawing of start numbers for the first two groups will be
formed by the organizing committee from each of four Slovene regions (Central, East, West, South) to the rules of Slovene
Ski Association and one competitor from every team from abroad will be included in each of these groups. The third group
will be formed by remaining competitors.
Teams from abroad have to apply their competitors through web application in the order they want to see them to be
drawn (e. g. The first applied, will be drawn out of the first ranking group, the second out of the second ranking group and
all the rest out of the fourth ranking group).
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